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WHAT’S NEW?
NEW FEATURES - OVERVIEW

- Two-level page tables
  - Similar to nested paging on the CPU
  - Second-level page-table format equal to AMD64 long mode
  - Multiple second-level page tables per device

- Demand paging support
  - PPF according to the PCI ATS specification
  - Device can notify about failed ATS requests
  - IOMMU can send retry request to device

- Support for performance counters
TWO-LEVEL PAGE TABLES

- Second-level page table has AMD64 long-mode format
  - IOMMU atomically updates accessed / dirty bits
  - Allows sharing of page tables with processes
  - Zero-copy DMA

- Device can choose to support multiple contexts
  - Each context has its own second-level page table
  - Unique identifier: PASID
  - Up to $2^{20}$ PASIDs supported
**ADDITIONAL DATA STRUCTURES**

- **Guest CR3 table** translates PASIDs into L2 CR3s.
- **L1 page table** (in IOMMUv1 format) translates GPA in HPA.
- **L2 page table in long-mode format**

**Legend**
- **Host physical**
- **Guest physical**
DEMAND PAGING SUPPORT

- Devices can signal a page fault condition
  - Today, IOMMU page faults are not recoverable
  - Devices need to support the PPR capability

- Depends on ATS
  - Device first sends ATS request
  - On ATS failure, device can send a page fault request
  - Page fault request can be tagged with a PASID
  - When fault is completed, ATS request is sent again

- Page fault handling is done in the IOMMU driver
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SUMMARY

- IO page faults are no longer fatal errors
- Additional support needed from devices
  - Support needed for ATS and PPR capabilities
  - PASID capability is optional
- Devices without these features are handled like today
- New data structures introduced
  - Most of them are guest physical
  - Easy to virtualize
  - Long-mode Ffrmat of L2 page tables allows sharing them with processes
AMD IOMMU VERSION 2
USE IN KVM
KVM SUPPORT – FIRST STEP

- Devices may only implement ATS and PPR
- Get rid of guest memory pinning when all assigned devices support PPR
  - DMA may be a bit slower on memory overcommit
  - But: removes a major disadvantage of direct device assignment
- Requires some changes in the KVM device assignment code

This is the easy part.
KVM SUPPORT – FURTHER STEPS

- Target devices supporting PASIDs
- Using the PASID feature requires an IOMMUv2
  - Some functionality of the device may only be available with PASID
  - This functionality gets lost when device is assigned to a guest

- For assigning those devices, an IOMMUv2 is needed in the guest
  - Supported reasonably well by hardware design

- Some data structures need shadowing
  - Command log, Event and PPR buffers
  - L1 page tables (probably not present most of the time)
KVM SUPPORT – INTERFACES

- Starting point is to get the current AMD IOMMU emulation patchset upstream

- VFIO needs to be extended to support IOMMU emulation for assigned devices

- The emulation of IOMMUV2 features is planned on this
  - VFIO interface needs to be extended for that
  - The exact design is not clear yet – discussion needed

Looks like a long way to go.
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